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Disclaimer: This Change Insights tip sheet is for informational purposes only. John Simms will not be 
legally and/or financially responsible for anything thing whatsoever. In other words, use the content on 
this tip sheet at your own risk. 

Permission: You have permission to share this copyrighted tip sheet with others. However, you cannot 
sell it for profit and omit John Simms' name and contact information.

Here are some, but not limited to the following insights concerning change down below: 

1). Depending on the situation, change can be a good or bad thing. 

2). Change can be instant, gradual or possibly never. 

3). Being awakened and enlightened can change the status quo. 

4). If you want positive change, outcomes and results, you need to listen to and/or hang out with those 
who can help and improve you. After all, people tend to be the byproducts of their environments.

5). Many people fail to change for the better, improve or succeed because they allow their egos to get in
their way.  

6). For positive change, outcomes and results, one has to acknowledge and accept there's a problem that
needs to be dealt with accordingly. 

7). For positive change, outcomes and results, use these two quote down below: (A and B)

A). Insanity is doing the same thing over and over and expecting different results – Albert Einstein 
(credited)

B). You can avoid reality, but you cannot avoid the consequences of avoiding reality – Ayn Rand
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8). Positive change, outcomes and results are possible with the following factors down below: (A-D)

A). Proper Resources

B). Proper Guidance, Care and Environment That's Helpful, Supportive, Useful and Beneficial 

C). Proper Mindset, Motivation, Discipline and Determination

D). Proper Planning and Implementation and so on

Improve Your Life, Situation, Success or Potential Now 
with John Simms 

Go To www.johnsimms.org and/or you can connect with me 
via facebook at www.facebook.com/drjohnstl 

For serious inquiries, I offer a FREE initial Consultation, various payment options 
and unique opportunities, programs and services that could benefit you.

I also offer FREE Speaking Engagements in St. Charles County (Missouri) 
and surrounding areas on various topics for those who are interested in me. 
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